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ABSTRACT
Purpose To investigate the effect of compression on the crys-
tallization behavior in amorphous tablets using sum frequency
generation (SFG) microscopy imaging and more established
analytical methods.
Method Tablets containing neat amorphous griseofulvin
with/without excipients (silica, hydroxypropyl methylcellulose
acetate succinate (HPMCAS), microcrystalline cellulose
(MCC) and polyethylene glycol (PEG)) were prepared. They
were analyzed upon preparation and storage using attenuated
total reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR)
spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and SFG
microscopy.
Results Compression-induced crystallization occurred pre-
dominantly on the surface of the neat amorphous griseofulvin
tablets, with minimal crystallinity being detected in the core of
the tablets. The presence of various types of excipients was not

able to mitigate the compression-induced surface crystalliza-
tion of the amorphous griseofulvin tablets. However, the ex-
cipients affected the crystallization rate of amorphous griseo-
fulvin in the core of the tablet upon compression and storage.
Conclusions SFG microscopy can be used in combination
with ATR-FTIR spectroscopy and SEM to understand the
crystallization behaviour of amorphous tablets upon compres-
sion and storage. When selecting excipients for amorphous
formulations, it is important to consider the effect of the ex-
cipients on the physical stability of the amorphous
formulations.
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INTRODUCTION

Oral dosage forms are popular among patients as they are
convenient and easy to administer. It is challenging to formu-
late new chemical entities into oral dosage forms as the ma-
jority of them are poorly water soluble (1,2). This has led to the
development of various strategies to overcome this issue (3–7)
and one of the promising strategies is to formulate drugs into
the amorphous form (8–10). The disordered amorphous form
has a higher solubility than its ordered crystalline counterpart
(11,12). One of the major shortcomings of amorphous form
that hinders its development is the tendency of the amorphous
form to recrystallize back to the crystalline form (11,12), thus
negating the solubility advantage of the amorphous form.

Tablets constitute more than 80% of the medicine market
(9). One of the major processing steps in producing tablets is
the compression step. Compression has been previously
shown to induce crystallization in amorphous systems
(13,14). It is important to gain an understanding of the effect
of the compression parameters on the physical stability of
amorphous formulations in order to optimize the compression
step and to develop process control strategies. The use of
analytical tools to detect crystallinity is needed to achieve this
understanding. There is a myriad of analytical tools that have
been commonly used to detect crystallinity and they include
X-ray powder diffractometry (XRPD), differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and vibrational spectroscopies (i.e. infra-
red, Raman and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectros-
copies) (15,16). However, these analytical tools do not gener-
ally provide information regarding the spatial distribution of
the crystallization and this insight is crucial to elucidate pro-
cess understanding. Raman microscopy has been previously
used to map crystallinity distribution in pharmaceutical amor-
phous formulations (17,18). This imaging technique has its
own set of drawbacks which include the requirement of
leveled surfaces, long acquisition times (especially for Raman
mapping which is much better suited than Raman global illu-
mination imaging for resolving solid state forms) and the need
for complicated data analysis.

Sum frequency generation (SFG) imaging is a potential ana-
lytical tool that can be applied to image crystallinity distribu-
tion in an amorphous matrix. SFG is a second order nonlinear
optical process in which a single photon is generated with a
frequency that is the sum of the two incident photons (19–21).
A special case of SFG is second harmonic generation (SHG)
which occurs when two photons of the same frequency sum
together resulting in the generation of a photon with a frequen-
cy that is twice that of the incident photons (19–21). SFG can
be used to probe both electronic and vibrational transitions in
a medium. It is most commonly used in vibrational spectros-
copy on surfaces where sum frequency of one visible beam and
one mid-infrared (IR) beam is used to probe IR and Raman
active vibrational transitions of molecules (22). In this study,

however, we exploit the nonresonant SFG as an alternative to
near-IR excited SHG. In terms of practical application, SHG
is more commonly applied than SFG with two different input
frequencies since the latter requires a setup with two tempo-
rally overlapped ultrashort pulse excitation lasers with different
wavelengths which is more complicated than having one (21).
On the other hand, the setup used here provides an option in
future studies to concurrently perform coherent anti-Stokes
Raman scattering (CARS) imaging which provides comple-
mentary information regarding the chemical composition of
the sample (23). In such a multimodal setup SFG imaging
offers several advantages when compared to SHG as discussed
in detail in the BMaterials and methods^ section.

The possibility of using SHG in pharmaceutical settings to
resolve amorphous from crystalline materials has been first
demonstrated by Strachan et al. (24). In order to have SFG
or SHG response, the sample should exhibit lack of phase
inversion (i.e. its crystal structure is non-centrosymmetric)
(19–21). Many pharmaceutically relevant crystalline materials
do not have inversion symmetry and thus are expected to emit
a second order nonlinear signal. Another condition that needs
to be met is the phase-matching condition in which the pump
signals need to combine in the right phase with the second
order response in order to generate a detectable overall signal
(19–21). Amorphous materials lack the long-range crystalline
order needed for phase-matching and thus do not generate
second order nonlinear signals.

The use of SHG has been combined with a microscope to
image the distribution of crystallinity in amorphous materials
(25–31). Wanapun et al. investigated the distribution and ki-
netics of crystallization of amorphous griseofulvin and
chlorpromamide at temperatures above the drugs’ respective
glass transitions using SHG imaging and compared the onset
of crystallizations with those obtained using polarized light
microscope (PLM) (29). It was found that SHG imaging de-
tected onset of crystallization earlier than PLM. In a later
report, Wanapun et al. compared SHG imaging with XRPD
in detecting trace crystallinity in milled amorphous griseoful-
vin system (30). SHG imaging was able to detect and quantify
trace crystallinity in samples which were X-ray amorphous.
Kestur et al. prepared naproxen-HPMCAS solid dispersion
and found that SHG imaging detected crystallinity immedi-
ately after preparation which was not detected by XRPD and
Raman spectroscopy, thus further demonstrating the superi-
ority of SHG imaging in detecting trace crystallinity in com-
parison to other conventional non-spatially resolved tech-
niques (31). They also stored the samples under accelerated
conditions and compared the three techniques in quantifying
crystallinity during the storage period. They found that the
three techniques investigated predicted crystallinity values
which generated similar kinetic profiles. SHG imaging has
also been reported to be used to investigate other polymer
based solid dispersion containing naproxen (28,32).
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The main aim of this study was to use SFG imaging to
evaluate crystallinity in amorphous tablets. Griseofulvin,
which has antifungal properties (33), was used as the model
drug of this study. There are three polymorphs (forms I, II,
and III) that have been reported for griseofulvin (33).
Amorphous griseofulvin prepared by quench cooling with a
melting period less than 10 min has been consistently demon-
strated to recrystallize to the crystalline form I, which consists
of a tetragonal cell and a P41 space group that is non-
centrosymmetric (29,30,34).

The first part of the study involved using SFG imaging to
evaluate the distribution of crystallinity upon preparation and
storage in neat amorphous griseofulvin tablets. The qualita-
tive capability of SFG imaging in detecting low levels of crys-
tallinity was also compared to attenuated total reflectance
Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The second part of the
study involved evaluating crystallinity distribution in amor-
phous griseofulvin tablets containing different pharmaceutical
excipients. This part of the study is of high relevance in the
area of pharmaceutical solid state research as pharmaceutical
excipients are commonly incorporated into pharmaceutical
products for a multitude of purposes which include to aid
processing and to enhance the physical stability and dissolu-
tion performance of the product.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Griseofulvin form I (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) was used
as the model drug. The excipients used in this study were silica
with particle size of 12 nm (Aerosil 200, Evonik Industries AG,
Hanau-Wolfgang, Germany), hydroxypropyl methylcellulose
acetate succinate MF (HPMCAS, Shin-Etsu Chemical Co.,
Tokyo, Japan), microcrystalline cellulose NF PH105 (MCC,
FMC BioPolymer, Brussels, Belgium) and polyethylene glycol
6000 (PEG, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) and were used as
received. Phosphorus pentoxide (Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim,
Germany) was used to create a storage condition of 0%RH.

Sample Preparation

Amorphous griseofulvin was prepared by quench cooling.
This process involved heating a thin layer of crystalline gris-
eofulvin to 10°C above its melting point and holding it at that
temperature for 3 min. Liquid nitrogen was then rapidly
poured onto the melt to kinetically trap the molecules in the
disordered state. A previous report has shown that heating
griseofulvin at 10°C above its melting point for 10 min did
not result in any detectable chemical degradation as measured
with 1H NMR spectroscopy (33). Without any further

processing, the amorphous griseofulvin layer was stored over
phosphorous pentoxide for 1 h to remove any condensed wa-
ter that developed during the rapid cooling stage. The amor-
phous griseofulvin layer was then gently pulverized to form a
fine powder using the mortar and pestle. The neat amorphous
griseofulvin powder was then compacted into tablet compacts
using the Specac Hydraulic Press Model 15.011 (Specac,
Kent, UK) equipped with a 13mm diameter flat faced punch.
The compacts were then formed with a compaction pressure
of 58 MPa and a dwell time of 30 s.

A quench cooled mixture of griseofulvin and the amor-
phous silica was prepared using the following steps. Initially,
crystalline griseofulvin and silica were mixed using the plane-
tary ball mill Pulverisette 6 (Fritsch GmbH, Idar-Oberstein,
Germany) to maximize homogenous mixing. Crystalline gris-
eofulvin and silica were individually weighed (i.e. 1.5 g each)
and placed in an 80 ml volume stainless steel bowl, containing
15 stainless steel balls (10 mm in diameter). The milling was
carried out at 400 rpm for 3 min. Then, the powder mixture
was thinly spread onto aluminium pans and quench cooled.
The quench cooling procedure used for these samples was
similar to the procedure used for the preparation of neat
amorphous griseofulvin. However, liquid nitrogen was not
used for the rapid cooling. Instead, the heated mixture was
rapidly cooled at room temperature. The reason for the
change in the rapid cooling method was because the heated
mixture remained as powder and pouring liquid nitrogen over
it resulted in displacement of the powder from the aluminium
pan. The cooled mixture was then stored over phosphorus
pentoxide until further processing. Tablet compacts of the
cooled mixture were prepared using the same procedure de-
scribed for neat amorphous griseofulvin tablets.

Binary mixtures of amorphous griseofulvin and various
polymers were prepared by gently mixing neat amorphous
griseofulvin powder (prepared using the procedures described
above) and the polymer of interest in a 1:1 w/w ratio using the
mortar and pestle. The excipients used in this part of the study
were HPMCAS, MCC, and PEG. Tablets of the binary mix-
tures were prepared using the same tabletting procedure de-
scribed for neat amorphous griseofulvin tablets.

ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy

Infrared spectroscopy measurements were conducted using a
Bruker Vertex 70 spectrometer (Bruker Optik, Ettlingen,
Germany) coupled with an ATR accessory, which consisted
of a single reflection diamond crystal (MIRacle, Pike
Technologies, Madison, WI, USA). The spectrometer
consisted of a KBr beam splitter, a MIR source and a RT-
DLaTGS detector. The final spectra were the mean of 64
scans with a spectral range from 650 to 4000 cm−1.
Interferograms were apodized with the Blackman-Harris 3-
term function and subjected to Fourier transformation
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generating spectra with a resolution of 4 cm−1. The ATR
spectra were converted to absorbance spectra using OPUS
software (v. 5.0, Bruker Optik, Ettlingen, Germany).

ATR-FTIR spectroscopy was used to detect crystallinity in
the neat amorphous griseofulvin tablets immediately after com-
pression. Three different regions of each tablet were probed
and the recorded spectra were visually examined for crystalline
spectral features. A tablet is deemed to contain crystallinity
upon the observation of any crystalline spectral features.

SFG Imaging

A Leica TCS SP8 CARS microscope (Leica Microsystems
GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) was used for SFG imaging and
linear reflected light imaging. The instrument consists of an
inverted microscope equipped with a laser-scanning confocal
scan-head, two descanned high sensitivity hybrid GaAsP de-
tectors (HyD) and one conventional photomultiplier tube
(PMT). A single-photon HeNe 633 nm laser and the PMT
detector were used for reflected light imaging. For the SFG
imaging, a picoEmerald (A.P.E. GmbH, Berlin, Germany)
light source was used. The integrated source combines a
solid-state Nd:YVO4 laser and a tunable picosecond optical
parametric oscillator (OPO) having the pulse widths of 7 ps
and 5–6 ps, respectively. The temporally overlapped pulses
from the two sources have the repetition rate of 80 MHz.
The fundamental wavelength of the laser at 1064.5 nm λ1ð Þ
was used in combination with the 817 nm λ2ð ÞOPO output to
generate a sum-frequency signal at 462 nm λS FGð Þ according
to the following equation:

λS FG ¼ 1
1
λ1

þ 1
λ2

ð1Þ

The optimal excitation wavelengths for SHG and SFG
depend on the sample properties and the detection sensitivity
for the emitted signal wavelength. The material scattering
length, dispersion, and the possible presence of electronic ex-
cited states close to the SHG or SFG frequencies affect the
generated signal intensity in particular in reflected light detec-
tion geometry (35). Full characterization of these material
properties was out of the scope of the present study. In the
microscope setup used here the SFG emission peak at 462 nm
allowed for taking advantage of the high quantum efficiency
range of the HyD detectors. A strong SFG signal was detected
from crystalline griseofulvin form I (Figure S1, supporting
information). We also observed significantly lower autofluo-
rescence background arising from the 1064.5 nm excitation
when compared to the same signal level from the 817 nm
excitation alone. Moreover, the 817-nm-excited autofluores-
cence background at the SFG signal wavelength can be con-
veniently measured by switching off the 1064.5 nm beam.

This makes the background subtraction much more straight-
forward than in case of the SHG. It is also worth noting that
the threshold for laser-induced damage is typically higher
when longer wavelengths are applied (36). These damage
mechanisms were not critical in the current study but they
may become prominent in case of other types of samples such
as biologics, tissue or living cells. Finally, the proper selection
of the two excitation wavelengths offers a direct path to gain
complementary information about the chemical composition
using CARS imaging. For example, the difference frequency
arising from the simultaneous excitation at 817 nm and
1064.5 nm corresponds to a molecular vibrational frequency
of CH-bonds at 2845 cm−1.

In all imaging modes, the laser light was focused on the
sample for scanning using a 25X 0.95 N.A. water immersion
HCX IRAPO L objective (Leica). The SFG signal was spec-
trally filtered using a tunable spectrophotometer at 450–
470 nm and detected using a HyD detector.

A high precision galvanometric Z-stage was used for ac-
quiring volumetric data and for scanning the samples with
rough surface profiles. Maximum intensity projections of the
Z-stacks were used for analysis. For acquiring images of large
sample areas, a motorized XY-stage and a tile scan function
were used. Tile scanning involved systematically moving the
sample using a motorized stage and capturing an image at
each position until the whole predefined area had been im-
aged. Then, a mosaic image was assembled by stitching the
recorded images. The microscope was operated and all im-
ages were captured and analyzed using the Leica Application
Suite Advanced Fluorescence (LAS AF) v.3.3 software (Leica
Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany). ImageJ was used
for SFG area quantification. Images were thresholded (7–255)
to exclude the detector noise and the remaining signal area
was compared with the area of the surface reflection image
using BArea fraction^ measurement tool.

The flat surfaces of the tablets were imaged as such. As for the
imaging of the cross-sections of the core of the tablets, the tablets
were broken and mounted on the glass slides with the assistance
of Blu-Tack. New freshly-broken cross-sections of the core of the
tablets were imaged after the tablets had been stored.

SEM

The surfaces and the cross-sections of freshly prepared and
stored amorphous griseofulvin tablets were imaged using
SEM. The cross-sections of the tablets were obtained by cut-
ting the tablets using a razor blade. The SEM images were
recorded using the FEI Quanta 250 FEG (FEI Inc.,
Eindhoven, Netherlands) scanning electron microscope
equipped with the Everhart-Thornley detector. A working
voltage of 10 kV was used. The samples were mounted on
aluminium stubs with double-sided carbon tape and were
then coated with platinum before imaging.
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Storage

Samples were stored in open vials at 30°C over phosphorus
pentoxide (0%RH) and monitored using ATR-FTIR spec-
troscopy, SFG imaging and SEM.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tablets Containing Neat Amorphous Griseofulvin

Infrared spectra of the neat amorphous griseofulvin tab-
lets were recorded upon compression of the tablets and
visually compared to the spectra of amorphous and crys-
talline griseofulvin form I powder in order to determine
whether compression had resulted in detectable crystalli-
zation of the tablet. Figure 1 shows the infrared spectra of
crystalline and amorphous griseofulvin, as well as an

example of the infrared spectra of a partially crystallized
griseofulvin tablet. Whilst ATR-FTIR spectroscopy de-
tected crystallinity in a portion of the freshly prepared
tablets, some of the tablets did not exhibit crystallinity
that could be detected by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy. A
possible reason for the observations could be subsampling
of the samples as the ATR-FTIR spectroscopy setup
probes a small region of the surface (less than 8% of the
surface of the tablet) during each measurement and crys-
tallization was not homogenous across the surface of the
tablet. It was also not possible to conclude from the ATR-
FTIR spectroscopy results whether the crystallization up-
on compression was widespread throughout the tablet or
did it only affect the surface of the tablet.

SFG microscopy was utilized to provide insight into the
crystallinity distribution of the griseofulvin tablets. The
freshly prepared neat amorphous griseofulvin tablets that
had been probed with ATR-FTIR spectroscopy were
then divided into two groups as to whether crystallinity
was absent (known as ‘ND-FTIR’) or present (known as
‘D-FTIR’) according to ATR-FTIR spectroscopy and
studied using SFG microscopy. The SFG images of the
surfaces and the cross-sections of the core of sample tab-
lets ‘ND-FTIR’ and ‘D-FTIR’ on Day 0 (upon compres-
sion) and their corresponding reflection images are shown
in Figs. 2 and S2 (supporting information). The SFG im-
ages demonstrate that crystallinity was present on the sur-
faces of both groups of tablets, even in tablets which were
suggested to be crystal-free according to ATR-FTIR spec-
troscopy. Examination of the other areas on the tablets’
surfaces using SFG microscopy suggested that the crystal-
linity on the surfaces was not evenly distributed with some
regions having little crystallinity and some regions having
widespread crystallinity. The tablets’ cross-section images
on day 0 show that there was minimal crystallinity in the
core of the tablet suggesting that crystallization induced
by the compression process used in this study predomi-
nantly occurred on the surface of the tablets.

The ‘ND-FTIR’ tablets were stored at 30°C/ 0%RH
and the crystallization progression was monitored using
SFG microscopy (Fig. 2) and SEM (Fig. 3). Crystalline-
like features were not seen with SEM on the surfaces of
the tablets upon compression. Signs of crystallinity
(branch-like features) on the surfaces of the tablet which
were apparent from the SEM images were observed on
Day 2 and Day 5 of storage. The progression in crystalli-
zation in the core of the ‘ND-FTIR’ tablets was apparent
from the SFG measurements that indicated about ten-fold
increase in the crystalline area after five days of storage
(from 0.6 ± 0.4% to 10.2 ± 2.6%, n = 3 tablets). Sparsely
distributed crystalline domains were observed in the core
of the tablet on Day 0 and Day 2 of storage. The crystal-
line domains in the core of the tablet were more extensive
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Figure 1 Infrared spectra of crystalline and amorphous form of griseofulvin
and partially crystallized tablet. Spectral shifts and broadening of peaks were
observed upon amorphization of griseofulvin. The highlighted regions of the
spectrum of partially crystallized tablet indicate the spectral differences (i.e.
crystallization) when compared to the amorphous griseofulvin spectrum.
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on Day 5 with large crystalline regions being observed
near the surface edge of the tablet (highlighted in
Fig. 2). Crystallinity was not detected by SEM in the core
region of the tablet throughout the 5 days of storage as
indicated by the smooth surfaces of the cross-sections of
the tablet.

The results above demonstrate the use of a set tech-
niques that provided complementary information to elu-
cidate the crystallization behavior of amorphous griseoful-
vin tablets upon compression and storage. The ATR-
FTIR spectroscopy setup had a spectral acquisition time
of about a minute per spectrum. The technique is able to
provide chemical as well as solid-state information within
a sampling volume of approximately 1–2 μm into the
sample and is commonly used to distinguish crystalline
from amorphous materials. In this study, compression in-
duced crystallization on the surfaces of a portion of freshly
prepared amorphous tablets was detectable using ATR-
FTIR spectroscopy. SFG microscopy was used to investi-
gate the crystallinity distribution in the tablets and also to
further provide an understanding as to why ATR-FTIR
spectroscopy only detected crysta l l izat ion upon

compression in certain tablets. The data acquisition time
of SFG microscopy was short (i.e. a few minutes for an
image) and no complicated data analysis was required to
process the images. It was found with SFG microscopy
that crystallization was not uniform on the surface of the
tablets and this explains the variable results obtained
using ATR-FTIR spectroscopy. The SFG images demon-
strate that crystallization on the surface of the tablets
progressed faster than that in the core of the tablets.
SEM was used to provide information regarding the mor-
phology of the crystals.

It can be concluded from the above results that compres-
sion caused nucleation on the surface of the amorphous gris-
eofulvin tablets. The nuclei induced by compression did not
have a distinct shape. However, compression did not induce
crystallization in the core of the tablets. The presence of wide-
spread nuclei on the surfaces of the tablets triggered rapid
surface crystal growth and this explains the differences in crys-
tallization rates observed between the surfaces and the core of
the tablets. This is further supported by the crystal features
observed using SEM, where branch like features suggest crys-
tal growth from a limited number of nuclei.

Figure 2 Reflection and SFG images of the surfaces and the cross-sections of a sample tablet of ‘ND-FTIR’ upon storage at 30°C/ 0%RH. SFG active crystalline
regions (green) were observed already on day 0. The red outline highlights the crystalline regions near the surface edge of the tablet cross-section. The scale bars
indicate 50 μm.
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Tablets Containing Amorphous Griseofulvin
and Polymer Excipients

Excipients are added into pharmaceutical formulations to aid
processing and to enhance physical stability and dissolution
performance. The aim of the next part of the study was to
utilize SFG microscopy to detect crystallization of griseofulvin
in binary component tablets containing griseofulvin and an
excipient. The excipients used in this study were silica and
various polymers, which included HPMCAS, MCC and
PEG. Amorphous griseofulvin tablets containing silica were
prepared using a quench cooled mixture of silica and crystal-
line griseofulvin in 1:1 w/w ratio. Amorphous griseofulvin
tablets containing the various polymers were prepared using
physical mixtures of neat amorphous griseofulvin and the
polymer of interest (1:1 w/w ratio). The reason the polymers
were physically mixed with amorphous griseofulvin, rather
than being quench cooled together with crystalline

griseofulvin was because these excipients chemically degraded
upon being heated to a temperature slightly above the melting
point of crystalline griseofulvin.

Quench Cooled Mixture of Non-porous Nanoparticulate Silica
and Griseofulvin

This part of the study involves utilizing SFG microscopy to
detect early signs of crystallization in tablets containing a quench
cooled mixture of silica and griseofulvin in a 1:1 w/w ratio. The
silica used in this study is non-porous in nature and has a particle
size of 12 nm. Silica, which is amorphous in nature, is centro-
symmetric and thus is not SFG active. This was confirmed by
the SFGmeasurements of silica in the powder and tablet forms.
Studies have shown that quench cooling silica with a drug was
able to slow down the crystallization rate of amorphous formu-
lations upon storage (37,38). The infrared spectrum of the
quench cooled mixture of griseofulvin and silica was recorded

Figure 3 SEM images of the
surfaces and the cross-sections of a
sample tablet ‘ND-FTIR’ upon
storage at 30°C/ 0%RH. The
regions outlined in red indicate
crystalline regions.
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and compared to the spectra of crystalline and neat amorphous
griseofulvin (Figure S3 (supporting information)) in order to de-
termine the solid state of the quench cooled mixture. The spec-
trum of the quench cooledmixture had close resemblance to the
spectrum of amorphous griseofulvin. However, close examina-
tion revealed that there were slight shifts in the peaks, and the
ratio of the peak intensities at 1589 cm−1 and 1613 cm−1 of the
quench cooled mixture was different from the corresponding
peak intensities ratio of neat amorphous griseofulvin. These dif-
ferences were not attributed to silica as silica did not exhibit any
spectral features in the examined spectral region. The differ-
ences could be due to the presence of molecular interactions
between griseofulvin and silica. Silica has been previously shown
to form molecular interactions with other drugs upon fusion,
ball milling and spray drying (37–39). The quench cooled mix-
ture also did not emit any SFG signal, further confirming the
amorphous nature of the sample.

The SFG images of the surfaces and cross-sections of the
tablet of quench cooled mixture and their corresponding re-
flection images upon preparation and storage at 30°C/
0%RH are shown in Fig. 4. In order to provide a better

representation of the crystallinity distribution in the tablet,
SFG images of two different sites of the tablet’s surface and
cross-section are shown. Upon compression (i.e. Day 0), crys-
tallinity was detected on the surface of the tablet with some
sites having minimal crystallinity (illustrated by Site 1) and
some sites having large crystalline domains (illustrated by
Site 2). The SFG images of the cross-section of the tablet show
that crystalline domains were only found on the surface edge
of the tablet and not in the core of the tablet. These results are
similar to those of neat amorphous griseofulvin tablets, sug-
gesting that quench cooling griseofulvin and silica was not able
to prevent compression-induced crystallization on the surface
of the tablet. Storing the tablet at 30°C/ 0%RH for 6 days
resulted in the progression of crystallization with the observa-
tion of larger and more extensive crystalline domains on the
surface of the tablet. Sparsely distributed crystalline spots were
observed in the core of the tablet on Day 6 of storage.
Comparison of these results with those of neat amorphous
griseofulvin tablets revealed that quench cooling griseofulvin
with silica resulted in a decrease in the core crystallization rate.
No crystalline-like features were found in the SEM images

Figure 4 Reflection and SFG
images of the surfaces and the
cross-sections of a tablet containing
quench cooled mixture of silica and
griseofulvin (1:1 w/w ratio) upon
storage at 30°C/ 0%RH. The SFG
signals (green) indicate crystalline
regions. The red arrows indicate the
surface edge of the tablets. The red
rectangles highlight the regions with
low levels of crystallinity as indicated
by the faint green colour. The scale
bars indicate 50 μm.
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(Figure S4 (supporting information)) of the stored tablet of the
quench cooled mixture. ATR-FTIR spectroscopy was not uti-
lized to evaluate crystallinity in the tablet of the quench cooled
mixture as ATR-FTIR spectroscopy does not provide spatial
information and has been demonstrated above to be less ca-
pable than SFG in detecting low levels of crystallinity.

In order to further investigate the effect ofmechanical com-
pression on the distribution of the crystallization, tablets of
quench cooled mixture of griseofulvin and silica were pre-
pared using the configuration shown in Fig. 5a. The purpose
of this configuration was to prepare tablets with two types of
surfaces (i.e. one surface that was adjacent to the tablet punch
and another surface that can be termed the ‘core’ surface). As
the material adhered to the punch, pieces of weighing paper
were placed in between the punches and the sample before
compression. Another piece of paper was sandwiched in be-
tween two layers of the powder sample before compression in
order to create ‘core’ surfaces that were flat, which facilitated
SFG imaging of large regions. Even though technically there
was a piece of paper between the punch and the sample, the
tablet surface that was close to the punch was called the sur-
face impinging the punch and the other surface of the same
tablet was known as ‘core’ surface.

Tile scanning was performed on the surfaces of the tablet in
order to image larger areas of the tablet to provide a better
representation of the crystallinity distribution on the surfaces.
The SFG mosaic images and their corresponding reflection
images are shown in Fig. 6. The region on the surface imping-
ing the punch that was imaged was close to the round edge of
the tablet and it demonstrated widespread crystallinity.
Examination of other regions on the same surface also re-
vealed the presence of crystallinity. In contrast, the ‘core’ sur-
face exhibited minimal crystallinity. As the resultant ‘core’
surface was not adequately levelled for the imaging of a large
region close to the round edge of the tablet, separate tile scan-
nings of different regions of the surface (as shown in Fig. 5b)
were performed in order to obtain a representative crystallin-
ity distribution. It can be seen that practically no crystallinity
was present in the middle region of the ‘core’ surface of the
tablet (i.e. Site 1 of Fig. 6). The SFG image of Site 2 of Fig. 6
also demonstrates that very minimal crystallinity was observed
on the ‘core’ surface, except for a few crystalline domains. It
can also be observed that the round edge of the ‘core’ surface
of the tablet was lined with crystalline material. These results
and those above (demonstrating compression-induced crystal-
lization on the surface impinging the punch) could be due to

the different compression force experienced by the material
on different regions of the tablet compact. This phenomenon
is confirmed by a report by Ellison et al.who demonstrated the
uneven distribution of compression force in a tablet during the
tablet making process (40). Nonuniform crystallization was
also observed by Thakral et al. in amorphous indomethacin
tablets upon 24 h of storage at 35°C (14). It was reported that
greater amount of crystallinity was detected at the radial sur-
face of the stored amorphous indomethacin tablets when com-
pared to the core of the tablets. Thakral et al. attributed this
observation to the occurrence of radial surface-die wall
friction.

The above results demonstrate that large regions on the
surfaces of tablets were successfully imaged in a relatively short
period of time with each mosaic image taking approximately
45 min to acquire. This technique has a shorter acquisition
time and requires very limited data analysis in order to obtain
crystallinity distribution maps when compared to Raman
microscopy.

Binary Mixtures of Neat Amorphous Griseofulvin and Various
Polymers

The effect of different polymers on the crystallization behavior
of neat amorphous griseofulvin upon compression and storage
was investigated using SFG microscopy. SFG measurements
of all the polymers in powder and tablet forms revealed that all
the polymers did not emit SFG signal (Figure S5 (supporting
information)). HPMCAS is amorphous in nature and thus is
SFG inactive. It was not expected of MCC (semicrystalline in
nature) to be SFG inactive as it has a monoclinic crystal system
(space group P21) which is non-centrosymmetric (41). PEG,
which is also semi-crystalline in nature, has a monoclinic crys-
tal system with a space group of P21/a-C2n5 which is centro-
symmetric (42,43). These polymers were physically mixed
with neat amorphous griseofulvin in a 1:1 w/w ratio before
compression. Figure 7 shows the reflection and SFG images of
the surfaces and the cross-sections of tablets containing binary
mixtures of neat amorphous griseofulvin and various polymers
upon storage at 30°C/ 0%RH. Crystallization of griseofulvin
on the surface of the tablet upon compression (i.e. Day 0) was
observed for all the tablets containing different polymers. The
crystallization on the tablets containing PEG upon compres-
sion was observed on the whole surface of the tablet and was
muchmore extensive than the crystallization on the surfaces of
tablets containing HPMCAS and MCC. Examination of the

Upper punch

Lower punch

SamplePaper

ba

Site 1
Site 2

Figure 5 (a) The configuration of
the preparation of tablets with a
surface impinging the punch and a
‘core’ surface. (b) Locations of Sites
1 and 2 of the core surface imaged.
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cross-section images of the core of the tablets upon compres-
sion (i.e. Day 0) revealed that limited crystallinity was detected
in the core of the tablets containing HPMCAS and MCC
(Fig. 7). A faint green network of crystallinity was observed
in the core of the tablet containing PEG indicating the exten-
sive crystallization in the core of the tablet. Comparison of
these results with those results of neat amorphous griseofulvin
tablets without any excipients suggests that addition of
HPMCAS and MCC did not have any effect on the
compression-induced crystallization behavior of amorphous
griseofulvin. PEG on the other hand, catalyzed the
compression-induced crystallization process. No crystallinity

features were detected in the SEM images of the surfaces
and the core of the amorphous griseofulvin tablets containing
various polymers upon compression (Figure S6).

Storing the sample for 2 days at 30°C/ 0%RH did not
result in a noticeable progression in the crystallization of
amorphous griseofulvin tablet containing HPMCAS as seen
in Fig. 7. However, marked progression in crystallization upon
storage was observed on the surface and also in the core of the
amorphous griseofulvin tablet containing MCC. When these
results were compared to those of neat amorphous griseoful-
vin tablets, the addition of HPMCAS seemed to delay the
progression of crystallization upon storage in the core of the

Figure 6 Reflection and SFG
mosaic images of the surfaces of a
tablet containing quench cooled
mixture of silica and griseofulvin (1:1
w/w ratio) prepared using the
configuration in Fig. 5a. Sites 1 and 2
of the ‘core’ surface cross-sections
represent the regions in the middle
and the edge of the tablet,
respectively. The SFG signals
(green) indicate crystalline regions.
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Figure 7 Reflection and SFG images of the surfaces and the cross-sections of tablets containing binary mixtures of neat amorphous griseofulvin and various
polymers (1:1 w/w ratio) upon storage at 30°C/ 0%RH. The SFG signals (green) indicate crystalline regions. The red arrows indicate the surface edge of the
tablets. The red rectangle highlights the region with low level of crystallinity (faint green). The scale bars indicate 50 μm.
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tablet. MCC on the other hand, appeared to enhance the
progression of crystallization upon storage of amorphous gris-
eofulvin in the core of the tablet. The intensity of the SFG
signal of the stored amorphous griseofulvin tablet containing
PEG was much greater than the intensity of the SFG signal of
the freshly prepared tablet. This observation is attributed to
the lower and more superficial crystallinity at the beginning of
the study giving rise to lower intensity. No noticeable crystal-
line features were detected in the SEM images of the stored
amorphous griseofulvin tablets containing HPMCAS and
MCC (Figure S6 (supporting information)). However, crystal-
line features were observed in the SEM images of the stored
amorphous griseofulvin tablet containing PEG. The branch-
like features observed on the surface of the tablet and the
uneven surface of the cross-section of the amorphous griseo-
fulvin tablets (Figure S6 (supporting information)) were indic-
ative of crystalline features.

In order to further investigate the reason behind the ob-
served inhibitory or catalytic effects of the various polymers on
the crystallization process of amorphous griseofulvin in the

form of a tablet, physical mixtures of the various polymers
and neat amorphous griseofulvin were prepared and the evo-
lution of the solid state of the amorphous griseofulvin particles
upon storage was monitored using SFG microscopy. Figure 8
shows the SFG images and their corresponding reflection im-
ages of the physical mixtures upon preparation and also after
being exposed to ambient conditions for 150 min. It can be
seen that after 150 min of exposure to ambient conditions,
crystallinity was only observed for the physical mixture con-
taining PEG. This suggests the presence of PEG particles ac-
celerated the crystallization process of neat amorphous griseo-
fulvin particles. The specific mechanism behind this observa-
tion is currently not certain. A previous report suggests that
PEG particles acted as heterogeneous nucleation sites for crys-
tallization to occur (27).

There are many factors that could have contributed to the
catalytic or inhibitory effects of the polymers on the crystalli-
zation of neat amorphous griseofulvin in the tablet and pow-
der forms which include amorphous/semi-crystalline nature,
particle size, compressibility and moisture content of the

Figure 8 Reflection and SFG
images of binary mixtures of neat
amorphous griseofulvin and various
polymers (1:1 w/w ratio) in the
form of powder upon storage at
ambient conditions. The SFG signals
(green) indicate crystalline regions.
The scale bars indicate 50 μm.
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polymers. Thus, it is of great interest to carry out detailed
investigations on the specific reasons for the crystallization
modification rate of the various excipients on amorphous gris-
eofulvin in the future. In any case, it is evident that the selec-
tion of appropriate excipients is crucial for the design of amor-
phous formulations with optimal physical stability.

As discussed in the introduction above, in order to efficient-
ly generate sum-frequency signal, phase matching condition
has to be fulfilled meaning that the excitation lasers need to
combine in the right phase with the second order response.
However, in case of strong focusing the phase matching con-
ditions are relaxed because of the large cone of interfering
waves and the short interaction length (23). With the focusing
conditions used in this study the nonlinear intensity depen-
dence restricts the excitation into the focal depth of the order
of 1–2 μm.

The intensity of the SFG signal is also related to the crystal
orientation with respect to the polarization direction of the
excitation lasers. In our experiments the orientations of both
the tablets and the formed crystals are random.We did not use
the intensity for evaluation of the level of crystallinity but rather
just estimated the overall area where any SFG was observed
over the detection background level. Thus, it is unlikely that
any significant part of crystalline material would have been
missed due to a molecular orientation not emitting SFG signal.

Future investigations related to SFG microscopy include
the analysis of crystallization kinetics in different types of drugs
and amorphous materials due to other processing methods
and during dissolution. In these studies the combined use of
SFG and CARS microscopies is expected to help in resolving
crystalline materials from amorphous materials. In addition,
polarization sensitive detection could be used to further inves-
tigate the crystal organization.

CONCLUSIONS

SFG microscopy was successfully used in combination with
ATR-FTIR spectroscopy and SEM to understand the crystal-
lization behavior of neat amorphous griseofulvin tablets.
Nonuniform crystallization was observed upon compression
of neat amorphous griseofulvin with crystallization predomi-
nantly occurring on the surface of the tablets and minimal
crystallization in the core of the tablets. The presence of ex-
cipients in the tablets was not able to mitigate the
compression-induced surface crystallization of amorphous
griseofulvin tablets. However, the addition of the excipients
altered the crystallization rate of amorphous griseofulvin in
the core of the tablets upon compression and storage. Thus,
prudent consideration is needed when selecting and incorpo-
rating excipients for the formulation of amorphous dosage
forms.
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